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hygiene and perio instruments
promise “sharpen-free perio.”
The tips are coated with a
micromembrane using physical
vapor deposition, so they have a
long-lasting sharpness that will
make your hygienists happy.
Since trying the Dark Diamond
instruments, I have replaced all
my old house-brand restorative
instruments. Resin composite
does not stick to the ErgoSense
instruments, so they are a real
joy to use.

LM Dental ErgoSense Dark Diamond restorative instruments

Another benefit has been
how easy it is for my assistants
to locate particular instruments.
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LM ErgoSense Sharp Diamond

Available in a large assortment

Since all the handles are different
colors, I can ask for “the yellow
one” instead of a PKT 1, for instance. My assistant can track it
down more quickly than with our
previous setups, in which all the
handles looked exactly the same.
Hard-hit single to left field for
LM ErgoSense Dark Diamond
instruments!
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